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SUMMARY
I’m a  Web Developer  and DevOps Engineer  based  in  Istanbul,  Turkey,  I  have  over  two decades  of
experience working in the technology industry. In 2003, I transitioned to a Linux Systems Engineer role
before returning to web development in 2009, specializing in full-stack development.

Since  2020,  I  have  been  working  as  a  DevOps  Engineer,  where  I  have  further  honed  my  skills  in
developing  and  deploying  scalable,  secure,  and  efficient  software  systems.  Over  the  years,  I  have
developed a diverse skill set that allows me to excel in problem-solving, value creation, and relationship
building with colleagues.

I am now seeking a challenging position where I can leverage my extensive expertise to drive success,
foster innovation, and contribute to a dynamic team environment.

AREAS OF EXPERIENCE
IT services management (ITIL/ITSM).
Project Management (PRINCE2, SCRUM).
DevOps tools (Kubernetes, Terraform, Ansible, Jenkins, Nagios).
PHP programming (Vanilla PHP and frameworks CodeIgniter and Laravel).
Node.js.
Database administration SQL (MySQL) and noSQL (MongoDB).
Svelte, Vue.js, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, jQuery and AJAX technologies.
Script programming (Python, DOS and Bash).
Cloud computing (IaaS, SaaS,  PaaS)
Virtualization & Containers (KVM, LXD, Docker, ...).
Windows, Linux and Unix operating systems.
Computer networks and TCP/IP, routing, subneting.

EXPERIENCE
Back-end Developer & DevOps Engineer, Kayisoft
Istanbul, Turkey — 1/2022-present

As a Node.js developer and DevOps engineer at Kayisoft, my main responsibility is to develop efficient and
scalable  API  systems to  support  both  new and existing  applications.  Additionally,  I  work  on  creating,
implementing, and monitoring Kubernetes deployments for our development and production environments
to ensure seamless performance and reliability.

Accomplishments
● Designed and developed a new e-store application, including building the Kubernetes deployment 

for the project and its side services such as API, XMPP server, DB server, API documentation, 
and API mock server.

● Built the Kubernetes deployment for an XMPP server solution using ejabberd with all extra 
modules and a PostgreSQL database.

● Created the development Kubernetes environment for one of Kayisoft's games.
● Troubleshot and upgraded the Jitsi server used for internal team meetings.
● Added Firebase email verification mechanism to one of Kayisoft's applications using an external 

email service.
● Restructured and rebuilt the core algorithm and functionality of one of Kayisoft's games to convert 

it into an API service.
● Collaborated and shared knowledge with team members and stakeholders.
● Implemented automation of application database initialization steps, utilizing DevOps principles 

and methodologies, to foster a culture of continuous improvement and collaboration.
● Designed and built a set of microservices that facilitated integration between multiple systems, 

resulting in improved data consistency and streamlined business processes.
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Software Development Team Lead, OptimumTek
Istanbul, Turkey — 9/2020-12/2021

Led, monitored, and supervised a team of developers to achieve organizational goals and ensure alignment
with business objectives.  Built  and maintained enterprise-grade software systems by establishing good
practices  and  habits  for  software  quality.  Encouraged  growth  and  improvement  within  the  team  and
provided technical leadership through coaching and mentorship.

Accomplishments
● Guide team development efforts towards successful project delivery.
● Provide technical leadership to teammates through coaching and mentorship.
● Maintain high standards of software quality within the team by establishing good practices and 

habits.
● Identify and encourage areas for growth and improvement within the team.
● Collaborate with other software developers, business analysts and software architects to plan, 

design, develop, test, and maintain web based business applications.
● Assist in the collection and documentation of user's requirements, development of user stories,
● estimates and work plans.
● Prepare reports, manuals and other documentation on the status, operation and maintenance of
● software.
● Design, develop, and test applications in accordance with established standards.
● Participate in peer-reviews of solution designs and related code.
● Package and support deployment of releases.
● Analyze and resolve technical and application problems.
● Assess opportunities for application and process improvement and prepare documentation of 

rationale to
● Share with team members and other affected parties.
● Use DevOps to automate and fasting the development process. 

Full-stack WEB developer & DevOps Engineer
Employment Type: Freelance
Istanbul, Turkey — 10/2017-8/2019

Deliver high-quality and scalable applications for both local and online clients. With my extensive technical
knowledge,  I  ensure that  the development  process follows the  best  practices of  DevOps,  resulting in
streamlined operations, faster time to market, and cost savings. My goal is to help my clients' businesses
grow by providing innovative solutions that meet their unique needs.

Accomplishments
● Spearheaded the development of a comprehensive DevOps solution that encompassed 

implementing VPS, Dockerizing application images, and managing local registries. I also built 
Kubernetes implementations integrated with Jenkins CI/CD pipelines to ensure swift and 
dependable software delivery.

● Designed and developed a small-scale ERP system for a jewelers agency, enabling efficient 
management of purchasing, manufacturing, and sales processes.

● Designed and developed an eCommerce system for a web hosting service provider, with the 
integration of user loyalty programs and live chat functionalities, leading to an enhanced user 
experience.

● Designed and developed a guest management system for a tourist agency, streamlining 
processes such as airport transportation and boat and equipment reservations.

● Build 5 WordPress add-on with custom features and functionalities, improving website 
performance and user engagement.

● Developed PHP and VueJS applications for 8 projects, including database design and API 
integrations, to deliver efficient and scalable solutions.

● Designed and implemented static websites for 8 projects, utilizing HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to 
deliver visually appealing and responsive web pages.

● Integrated Svelte with a headless CMS for a publishing company, allowing editors to manage 
content in a user-friendly interface and improving their content delivery capabilities.
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PHP & WordPress Developer, Teqnia
Giza, Egypt — 3/2012-9/2017

Responsible for a wide range of tasks that involved designing, developing, and delivering software 
solutions to clients. Worked in close collaboration with clients to fully comprehend their business problems 
and provide technical solutions that effectively addressed their challenges.

To ensure high-quality deliverables, I rigorously tested and debugged software modules, conducted code 
reviews, and made certain that the software met the client's expectations. As a result, the software was 
scalable, maintainable, and secure.

In addition, I was tasked with documenting the entire software development process, including changes 
made to the code and version control. I needed to have a deep understanding of software development 
methodologies, programming languages, and web technologies.

Accomplishments
● Identifying and addressing system deficiencies effectively, ensuring high-quality services for 

clients and their satisfaction.
● Acting as a liaison between the development team and the project manager, keeping them 

informed of the development status and progress.
● Establishing and enforcing coding standards to maintain code quality and consistency.
● Building WordPress sites and add-ons to cater to customer requirements.
● Developing and implementing a new backend system for a large e-commerce website that 

resulted in a 50% increase in site speed and a 20% increase in sales.
● Designing and developing a custom CRM system for a B2B sales team, which streamlined their 

sales process and increased their productivity by 30%.
● Creating a custom WordPress plugin that added advanced search functionality to a client's 

website, resulting in a 25% increase in user engagement and a 10% increase in conversions.
● Refactoring and optimizing a legacy PHP codebase for a large financial institution, improving the 

application's performance and reducing load times by 40%.
● Developing a secure and scalable API for a mobile app, enabling seamless integration with the 

app and increasing its overall functionality and user experience.
● Developing a custom WordPress plugin that added new functionality to a client's website, leading 

to improved user engagement and search engine optimization.

Assistant IT manager, Delicious inc. (Cilantro)
Cairo, Egypt — 11/2010-3/2012

Providing assistance to the IT Manager in the offering of technical assistance for all computer programs, 
software applications and other connected, computer-based services. Educating users on how to 
competently use new software programs, providing technical help with a variety of computer systems and 
resolving arising issues. In addition to the aforementioned duties, I was responsible for effectively 
managing the IT team and maintaining a secure system environment. Combining my strong IT skill set with 
superb organizational and communication abilities.

Accomplishments
● Installed an incident/problem management solution.
● Collaborated with IT Manager in designing and revising work development plans.
● Automated daily jobs with tailored solutions.
● Formulated and reviewed outsourced maintenance contracts.
● Deployed camera surveillance system “Zone Minder”.
● Redesigned/Installed the LAN infrastructure.
● Developed and maintained backend network services for ERP system.
● Installed and maintained VPN services.
● Deployed network security measures as directed by corporate Security Director.
● Identified and advised on potential network improvements.
● Deployed an incident/problem management solution.
● Established a cost-efficient helpdesk system that cost-effectively supports end users.
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Head Linux administrator, Ministry of Interiors
Manama, Bahrain — 9/2008-9/2010

Managing Linux servers for Oracle DB and SunRay applications, ensuring compliance with ISO 27001 
certificate requirements. To optimize system performance, I customized kernel options and SunRay 
configurations, automated daily tasks using Bash, Python, and PHP scripts, and implemented a backup 
and centralized logging solution. Additionally, I was responsible for installing, configuring, and administering
Linux systems, resolving system failures and bottlenecks, and managing system security. Further 
accomplishments include implementing system monitoring tools, creating user-friendly documentation, and 
delivering training to team members.

Accomplishments
● Streamlined server performance by developing custom Bash and Python scripts to automate 

routine maintenance and monitoring tasks.
● Improved system security by implementing strict access control policies and regularly performing 

security audits to identify vulnerabilities.
● Optimized server storage and disk utilization by implementing advanced disk management 

strategies and regularly monitoring disk usage.
● Successfully migrated critical systems to new hardware and upgraded existing systems without 

any data loss or significant downtime.
● Created detailed documentation of all system configurations, procedures, and policies to ensure 

smooth knowledge transfer and facilitate future maintenance and troubleshooting.

Freelancer programmer and IT services provider,  FreelanceFreelance 
Cairo, Egypt — 9/2008-9/2010

Deliver comprehensive IT solutions to my customers, encompassing programming, network design and set-
up, systems integration, optimization and upkeep, IT staff training, as well as website design and 
development. Additionally, I offer post-support services and maintenance, utilizing a dedicated team of 
highly competent professionals to ensure customer satisfaction. I endeavor to ensure the best possible 
results are achieved, no matter the complexity of the project.

Accomplishments
● Development of an accounting system to manage basic accounting tasks.
● Development of a clinic management system.
● Design and implementation of central file sharing system merging Windows and Linux 

technologies and user access permissions.
● Implementation of IDS system.
● Modification and Implementation of network based game.
● Implementation of eStore solution offering marketing services. 
● Design and implementation of mailing solution provident POP3, IMAP and WEB interface -

including virtual domains and accounts and catch all account.

Head network administratorHead network administrator, Golden Group Raneen (Raneen)
Giza, Egypt — 4/2006-8/2006

Managing a geographically spread-out network system with components including Windows and Linux-
based servers and clients, Citrix servers, Microsoft SQL Servers, as well as mail and web servers, 
necessitates a well-developed facility for maintaining and troubleshooting all the interdependent 
components. In order to ensure the quality and continuity of the network's services, proactive measures 
must be taken to identify and mitigate the risk of problems arising from any fault in the servers or other 
devices. Taking into account the diversity of the system and its components, this requires a deep level of 
technical knowledge and a familiarity with the best practices for hardware and software management in the 
configuration of the disparate systems.
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Accomplishments
● Development of an accounting system to manage basic accounting tasks.
● Development of a clinic management system.
● Design and implementation of central file sharing system merging Windows and Linux 

technologies and user access permissions.
● Implementation of IDS system.
● Modification and Implementation of network based game.
● Implementation of eStore solution offering marketing services. 
● Design and implementation of mailing solution provident POP3, IMAP and WEB interface -

including virtual domains and accounts and catch all account.

Technical, Developer and othersTechnical, Developer and others, (Many other 
companyies)
Egypt — 8/1997-3/2006

Since 1997, I have been employed in a multitude of Information Technology-related roles including help 
desk technician, technical and systems developer, trainer, network administrator, and salesperson. These 
positions provided me with invaluable experience and enabled me to garner a wealth of knowledge in all 
facets of IT-related activities. Moreover, each new challenge I encountered further enriched my 
understanding of IT and allowed me to broaden my expertise in this field. As a result of this valuable 
exposure, I have equipped myself with the necessary resources to comprehend the underlying 
mechanisms and complexities of IT services within a corporate setting.

EDUCATION
Microsoft Certified systems Engineer, Raya Academy
MCSE — 2002-2003                                                                                     
Gradation Project:  Model to integrate Windows and Linux systems over TCP/IP networks

Faculty of Applied Arts, Helwan University
B Sc. Industrial Design — 1997-2001                                                                                     
Gradation Project: Design Modern Home Refrigerator

TRAINING COURSES
● PRINCE2 Foundation, 24 Hr, EGYBYTE
● ITIL Foundation 24 Hr, EGYBYTE
● Project Management, 15 Hr, CIDO
● Red Hat System Administration (3 levels) 120 Hr
● Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (Windows 2000) 360 Hr, Raya Academy
● WEB pages authoring Fundamentals, 21 Hr, Raya Academy
● Introduction to Programming Using C, 28 Hr, Raya Academy
● Database Design Methodology, 28 Hr, Raya Academy
● Introduction to TCP/IP Networking, 21 Hr, InfoMax
● Programming by Access, 28 Hr, InfoMax

KNOWLEDGE OF  LANGUAGES
● Arabic (Mother tongue)
● English, V. Good
● Türkçe, Basic

SELF TRAINING
● SCRUM agile development.
● Neo4j database management system.
● ERPnext  & Odoo ERP systems.
● Introduction to Android developments.
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